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Seven olaiaa located in the western part of Sothman Township, Sudbury 

Mining Divisiony Province of Ontario, were staked for the Dominion Qulf Company 

by Mr. 0. E. Parsons, during the month of May 1953. The claims described in tliia 

report adjoin two other Dominion Gulf Oonpany claim groups, upon which aurfaoe 

work has been carried out in past years* They also adjoin ground held by Mr. 

Kdelston, upon which several encouraging gold values have been obtained in east* 

west shear eonea.

The Dominion Qulf Company claim group vaa mapped by Mr. C. MoAulay 

during the months of July and August. Rook outcrops are few and widely scatter 

ed. MoAulay estimates that rook exposures represent only one-half of one percent 

of the area. A ground magnetometer survey was proposed as a method of extending 

the limited geological information into those areas covered by overburden. In 

addition to differentiating between rook types, it was hoped that east-west shear 

eonea, similar to those associated with gold values on the Edelston ground, could 

be delineated by the magnetometer survey*

An Askania Schmidt type magnetic balance, having a sensitivity of about 

25 gammas per scale division, was used in the survey. Basic coverage consisted of 

stations 50 feet apart on picket lines 200 feet apart* In highly anomalous areas, 

additional stations and picket lines were added. In all, a total of 2484 stations 

were observed on 13.8 miles of picket line.

The survey waa carried out by R. McDonald of the Dominion Qulf Company 

field staff during the month of July 1953* On completion of the field work, the 

basic data were transmitted to the Toronto office of the Dominion Qulf Company for 

further processing and interpretation. The baalo data, together with isomagnetic 

contours and interpretation, are shown on a map at a eoale of l inch equals 400 

feet accompanying this report.



Hook outcrops on this property constitute only about one half of one 

percenti Of the few outcrops available for study, by far the najority are Cobalt 

sediments, which, due to their composition and attitude, do not contribute to the 

magnetic fields observed on the property* Consequently, it has been necessary to 

infer the pro-Cobalt geology from the magnetic data, and a very few scattered out 

crops located in the central part of the area*

It is believed that the country rooks in the area are Keewatin tuffs and 

agglomerates, which have been highly altered through serpentinization, chloritiza 

tion and carbonatization* Alteration has been carried to a point where both prloary 

and secondary magnetite have disappeared* The magnetic fields* therefore, are 

derived solely from the remaining ferromagnesian minerals.

From the difference in base level between the eastern and western portiona 

of the area* it would appear that the western section contains a higher percentage 

of ferromagnesian minerals* either as a result of differential alteration or as a 

consequence of a difference in original chemical composition*

Two basic sills striking north have been interpreted as cutting the tuff- 

aggloreerate series* The most outstanding of theset a peridotite sill occurs in the 

central portion of the claim group, separating the two types of country rook. Book 

outcrops indicate that this highly magnetic sill is a highly altered peridotite. Mo 

sdneraliaation has been observed associated with it*

The second sill*like body cuts the eastern belt of tuff-agglomerate. 

Tide anomalous horizon appears to be very similar in form and intensity to a diabase 

dyke. Gabbx-o has been reported a short distance to the east. Since the body appears 

to be concordant, it has therefore been called a gabbro sill.

Three magnetic lineaments striking H600E have been defined* Each oark* a 

magnetic dieoontinuity and may therefore represent a fault line. On only one of these, 

however, can offsetting be established, and therefore it alone has been shown as a 

fault.



A. drilling p?og?atb hue been suggested ae a method of investigating the 

interpreted fault tone in the vicinity of a possible minor cross structure occur 

ring in the tuff-agglomerate series* Ooid values have been found associated with 

east-west faults cutting the agglomerates a short distance north of the olaia group.

A glance at the magnetic data indicates that the claim group may be 

divided into a number of dissimilar eones based on their Magnetic properties* Bach 

aone apparently trends north-south and nay be separated from its neighbours along a 

relatively sharp dividing line.

The first Bone occupies the eastern portion of Claims 3-66083 and &-66084. 

The Bone itself is quite uniform magnetically, and exhibits very little n&gnetie 

relief. The average intensity in this sone is about 1125 gammas. A small anomalous 

high i vhioh appears to be the northern litdt of an extensive anomaly to the south, 

iasy be seen entering the extreme southeastern corner of Claim 8*66064, thus cutting 

the cone of uniform magnetics.

Zone l is bounded on the west by an anomalous horiton, having intensities 

up to 2200 gavnaa. The general level, however, is about 400 gammas above the mag 

netic flat to the east. In other areas, this anomaly would be termed a "diabase 

dyke" type anomaly. It appears to be about 400 feet wide and is quite continuous 

in its north-south strike direction. The direction of the picket linea (north- 

south) makes it difficult to delineate an anomaly trending in the same north-south 

direction. As a result, the anomalous horiion is poorly defined as far as width 

and internal structure are concerned. There is no doubt, however, about the strike 

of the anomaly*

Vest of the second tone, is a Bone which is very similar to the first. 

It is, in general, magnetically uniform, has about the sane average intensity (1125 

gaunaa) and relief, and in short, appears to be identical with Zone 1. Two small 

anomalies, trending slightly west of north, having widths of about 200 feet and magnetic



relief NT about 200 garaoaa above the surrounding fla11 out this otherwise uniform 

eons* Frora the general appearance of these two minor anomalies* it is believed 

that they are related to a single magnetic horizon* and have been offset sow 400 

feet by later faulting* The combined length of these two anomalies Is about 500 

feet* Again* they are not well defined due to the direction of the traverse lines*

Bounding the third zone on the west is the outstanding feature on the 

claim group. A series of sharp, intense (up to 9000 guanas above base)* looal 

anomalies combine to forta an anomalous horiaon which trends north-south along the 

boundary between Claims 8*6608? and S-66086. The southern limit ooours a short 

distance south of the southern boundaries of the above mentioned claims* The anon* 

alous belt extends northward into the Bdelston claims. Sufficient detail has been 

added on this anomalous horieon to break it down into its individual component* and 

thus define its limits to a satisfactory degreei despite the fact that it alto 

parallels the trend of the picket lines*

West of the anomalous fourth tone is another broad Bone of uniform magnetic 

Intensity. In this case* however* in contrast to that of Zones l and 3* the base 

level appears to be about 1400 gammas* or about 275 gamnaa higher than that observed 

in Zones l and 3* Weak north-south trends may be observed in this section i but 

these trends have been insufficiently defined to lead to any firn conclusions.

Geological mapping of the area by MoAulay has shown that from the current 

exposures, the geologic succession may be considered to be as shown belowt

Cobalt - conglomerate* greywacke, arkose

Haileyburian - diorite* gabbro* peridot!tt

Keewatin - tuff and agglomerate.

No rook exposures are available for correlation between the magnetic data 

and geology on Zones l and 2. In Zone 3* flat lying Cobalt sediments ara found over* 

lying the Keewatin tuffs and agglomerate. Since the Cobalt sediments are relatively
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non-Magnetic and also quite thin, it nay be assuaed that the magnetic affoots 

observed nay be attributed to the underlying Keewatin rooks.

Outcrops of peridotite correspond with the intense magnetic fields 

found in Zone 4. It is, therefore, safe to predict that this rook type le res 

ponsible for the highly anomalous conditions existing in Zone 4*

By far the greatest concentration of rook outcrop is found in Zone 5, 

However, these exposures all oonsiet of flat lying Cobalt sediwmts. Nowhere 

do the Keewatin or Haileyburian type rooks appear. It is very doubtful if the 

Cobalt sediments contribute to the magnetic fields existing in Zone 5. Therefore i 

it must be assumed that the rooks underlying the Cobalt sediments are responsible 

for the observed magnetic intensities*

While not shown on either the magnetic nap or the geological nap* it is 

known that a large granite batholith approaches to within one mile of the western 

boundary of the claim group, This will no doubt have a netanorphio effect on the 

country rooks into which it is intruded. Since the granite is Algoman in agei it 

nay oause laetamorphisB of the Keewatin rocks i but have no effect on the Cobalt 

sediments*

In general, therefore, it stay be considered that a window in the Cobalt 

 ediaents has permitted the observation of outcrops of Keewatin aggloncrat* and 

tuffs in Zone 3, and peridotite in Zone 4. The remainder of the rooks responsible 

for the magnetic effects are hidden by a mantle of overburden and Cobalt sediments. 

It will, therefore, be necessary to infer the pre-Cobalt rook types underlying the 

remainder of the property from the magnetic evidence available.

It is reasonable to assume that the intense, local anomalies of Zone 4 

may be attributed to the peridotite intrusive and related rooks, Since this intru 

sive is apparently concordant with the enclosing tuffs and agglomerates, it nay be 

considered as a sill. Since it is extremely heterogeneous, as indicated by the
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"hashy" Qpearanoe of the nagnetio data* it is logical to assume that it did not 

beootne etaplaeed quiescently. It is probable that pressure sporadically injected 

a crystal "mush" into a low pressure region* Adulteration of the mush, due to 

stoping of the country rook, nay also aooount fer part of the obvious inhonogene- 

ities. Later alteration (serpentinization) has reduced most of the ferromagnea- 

ians to serpentine and magnetite, introduoing further nagnetio inhonogeneitiea*

Keewatin tuffs and agglomerates may be correlated with the broad area 

of uniform magnetics found in Zone 3* From the magnetic evidencei it would appear 

that these rooka were quite homogeneous* While magnetite is probably not a major 

oonstituent of the rook, it is apparently scattered uniformly throughout* Unfor 

tunately, the magnetic description of the rock does not compare with MoAulay's 

geological description. Thin section examination shows that these rocks are now 

composed of minute particles of serpentine) carbonate and chlorite* Thusi intense 

aetanorphieie (serpentinization, chloritization and carbonatization) has obliterated 

the original oonsitution of these rocks. Generally, with such intense alteration, 

one would expect the magnetic picture to be highly complex, due to a heterogeneous 

scattering of secondary magnetite through the resultant rock* In this case t how-* 

ever, alteration must have been carried far enough to destroy even the secondary 

magnetite, leaving no minerals capable of influencing the magnetic field to a 

marked extent*

If Zone 3 is considered to be indicative of highly altered Keewatin tuffs 

and agglomerate, these rooks must also be responsible for the conditions existing 

in Zone l, since the magnetic pattern is almost identical* The anomaly appearing 

in the extreme southeastern corner of Olaim 8-66084 it probably caused by aa intru 

sive gabbro. Suoh rooks have been mapped a short distance east of this anomaly.

While the magnetic picture in Zone 5 le similar to that observed in Zones 

l and 3, the 275 ganaa difference in base level suggests that either different rock
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type* ai^involved, or, at the very least y the rook susceptibilities are different. 

The difference in susceptibilities nay be accounted for by either an increase in 

magnetite content or by an increase in ferric iron, which could be associated with 

the ferromagnesian minerals remitting in the rooks now. Since the nagnetiea appear 

to be very unifons, the latter view is preferred. The rooks in Zone 5* therefore, 

could be considered similar to those of Zones l and 3* but with a greater percent 

age of ferromagnesian*. This would suggest that if these rooks are also pyroclastics, 

they were originally nore basic than those of Zones l and 3*

Zone 2 remains somewhat of an enigma. The anomaly has been described as 

typical of a diabase dyke* Here, however, because it is apparently concordant 

with the country rook, It must be considered sill*like* The anomaly appears to 

trend northward frow a major anomaly, the extreme northern end of vhloh has been 

attributed to gabbro. It is, therefore, suggested that Zone 2 represents a narrow 

gabbro sill, which oooure ae an apophysis from the twin gabbro nass to the south.

The structure of the area appears to be relatively simple* All rones 

apparently strike north-south, and exhibit no signs of folding within the claim 

group. Three magnetic lineamente striking N60*B way be indicative of minor faults* 

On the central one of these, offsetting of north side vest 400 feety can be observ 

ed in three instances. This feature has, thereforei been shown on the nap tentative 

ly ae a fault* The other lineaments toay also be indicative of faults, since they 

represent sharp discontinuities in the magnetic picture* No evidence of offsetting 

could be observed, however, so they are shown merely as lineament*.

Since gold has been found associated with east-west breaks, on the Rdelston 

claims, it is suggested that the location of the interpreted fault should be tested 

by diamond drilling. It is suggested that such drilling should be designed to in 

tersect at least one of the minor anomalies located in Zone 3. These anomalies, 

which appenr to be very similar, and are on offset from each other by the interpreted 

fault, do not appear to be concordant with the enclosing rocks, and nay represent a 

cross structure.
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t is doubtful* froi: tlie available geological information, that the 

peridotite intrusive is worth further examination. Ho eigjio of jninerftlieatlon 

were, found during geological mapping. It is, therefore, reooraaended that any fur- 

tter work be confined to thft Koewatin tuff *nd egglowrat* gf rles, in the 

of tJ^io interpreted fault*

J. IL Hatcliffe

JHRibh
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1. Dominion Gulf Company Report - "Detailed Geology of Sothman I and Edelston" 
by C. MoAulay, February 22, 1954 - with associated maps.

2. Ontario Department of Mines Map - "Porcupine Shiningtree" - 1931A.

ATTACHMENTS

Dominion Gulf Company Map - Ground Magnetic Survey, Sothman I, Sothman Township, 
Province of Ontario - Scale l" s 400' - June 3, 1954 - Contour Interval 100 
gammas,
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Location

The area covered consists of seven claims of Sothman I - S-66083-89 

incl. It is forty miles south of Timmins and 18 miles northwest of the nearest 

point on the Gowganda-Westree highway. 

^Access

Speediest and most convenient access is by plane to Reading Lake 

from South Porcupine or Matachewan. Heavy equipment and supplies can be taken 

in by way of Feldmans logging roads which run through the property and connect . 

with the tractor road to Parting Lake and thence a truck road to Timmins. 

Vork Done

Lines were cut on the clr.ims at 200 foot intervals. A magnetometer 

survey of all lines was made. Extensive trenching, strip-ing and probing for rock 

was done followed by detailed geologicej. mapping. 

Geology

Rock exposures are small and occupy only a very small area of the 

surface. They are numerous in the west half and almost absent completely in the 

east where there is a thick cover of sand. Most of the exposures are of flat lying 

Cobalt conglomerate with minor arkose and greywacke. The steeply-tilted, older, 

underlying rocks are only exposed in a narrow strip running north from the north 

part of the central Sothman I claims into the Edelston claims. They consist 

mainly of very highly altered massive and fragmental types tentatively classified 

as tuff and agglomerate in the absence of criteria, both megascopically and 

microscopically, for positive identification. Some of them may be flows. They 

strike north. They are intruded by gabbro and peridotite.
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Conclusions

The complete lack of nickel and asbestos minerals in the exposed 

parts of the peridotite does not suggest that there are likely to be any appreciable 

concentrations of either type in the unexposed parts and no further work on it 

appears to be warranted. The prospecting, stripping and trenching program was 

carried out systematically and thoroughly and as much work was done as was 

practicable. Any further work of this nature would yield vory little information 

for the effort involved. Therefore, any further investigation would have to be 

in the form of diamond drilling.

Further work in the ares would best be delayed until completion 

of the projected Ontario Dept. of Mines road from the Gowganda-to-Ve s tree highway 

to Wicks road at Parting Lake. This will provide easier access and may possibly 

join directly to Feldman's roads in this area.

x
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INTRODUCTION

This report describes detailed geological work in a small area - about 

two square miles in the northwest quarter of Sothman township, Ont. This includes 

Sothman I, made up of seven claims. .S-66083-89 inclusive. This area is about 

forty miles by air south of Tiramins and about 18 miles northwest of the closest 

point on the Gowganda-Westree highway.

During this work men and supplies were flown in by float-equipped 

planes from South Porcupine to Reading Lake. The lake is small but adequate for 

Beaver type planes. Alternate means of access are (a) by truck on a private road 

from Timmins to a point on the Grassy river in Musgrove township about 20 miles 

south of Timrdns and from there by boat to the north end of Sinclair lake to the 

logging road system which runs through the claims, (b) by truck via Wicks private 

road from Timmins to Parting Lake from which point there is a tractor road to 

Loonwing Lake with connections to a network of logging roads branching out from 

the north end of Sinclair lake. One of these runs up the west side of Reading 

Lake through parts of the claims. In winter a snowmobile could be driven right 

to the claims.

This area is included in the "Lake Huron Sheet" of the G.S.G. and on 

three maps of the Ontario Department of Mines. The latest of these 'by E. Abraham 

in 1953 covers Sothman township only. It is still in preparation but is due to 

be published shortly.

The present program consisted of linecutting, trenching, stripping, 

probing for rock, ground magnetometer surveying and detailed mapping.

An east-west base line and north-south picket lines were cut and 

chained. Intermediate lines were later cut at 200 foot intervals. Prospecting
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trenching and stripping were done by two men throughout most of June and July, 1953* 

Most of the trenching was done in the northwest corner of claim S-66085.

A magnetometer survey was made along the picket lines with readings at
i

a maximum spacing of 100 feet by R. McDonald and W. Nichols of Dominion Gulf 

Company in July, 1953.

The mapping was done by the writer assisted mainly by D. Nowlan and 

partly by H. Judges, in July and the early part of August 1953*

Most exposures were tied in by pacing to chainage points on the picket 

lines. Some exposures and most trenches were tied in by chaining.

Logging operations to remove the pine were conducted by the Feldman 

Timber Company in the area in July and August. Road building was still in progress 

when the mapping party moved out. Some roads are therefore not on the geological 

map.

The logging operations destroyed parts of many of the lines and left a 

tangle of branches and treetops that is difficult to walk through and quite a fire 

hazard. Some lines had to be re-cut on this account.

The road building involved considerable bulldozing in places and deep 

cuts were made in the sand, aiding our search for bedrock.

A base map was constructed using a co-ordinate system with the zero- 

zero point at the southwest corner of Sothman township. The co-ordinate of the 

corners of claims S-58744-45, S-55334-36-25-26- and S-66083 were calculated from 

data taken from a plan of claim surveys made in August, 1947. The picket lines 

and baseline were adjusted to fit the survey.

TOPOGRAPHY

The relief in the area is very low. The elevation difference between
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the highest and lowest points in it is probably less than fifty feet. The eastern 

half of the area is almost entirely covered with flat or gently rolling sand in 

which there are several clear-water land-locked ponds, or small lakes probably fed 

by springs. In the western half, exposures of flat-lying sediments are numerous 

although individually small. Low cliffs are numerous and there are several draws 

or gullies with a trend a few degrees east of north probably paralleling the 

trend of the formations.

Here too the overburden is largely sand but boulders are numerous.

GEOLOGY 

General

Rock exposures are numerous but small in the western half of the claims 

and very scarce in the eastern half. Altogether, they occupy probably about one- 

half of one per cent of the surface area. Most of them required stripping before 

they could be seen.

Early government maps show that this area is in a large area of Keewatin 

rocks - predominantly basic flows - a little over a mile from the contact of a 

large granite batholith.

Exposures on the claims show that they are underlain by a series of f

very highly altered Keewatin (?) agglomerates and tuffs intruded by diorite, gabbro If
i j. 

and peridotite. The regional strike is close to north and the dip is steep. They

are exposed only in a narrow central strip which forms a window through an over 

lying flat dipping series of sediments. The latter consists almost entirely 

of unsorted boulder conglomerate with minor arkose and greywacke. This is probably 

an outlier of the Cobalt Series which is quite extensive to the southeast.
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Table of Formations,

Cobalt - flat lying conglomerate, arkose, greywacke

Post-Keewatin Intrusives - peridotite

Keewatin (?) tuff, agglomerate 

Description of Formations

CpngLoKera te,, Mfgyy&SkSL 2™L SfkplL9-,

These rocks are fairly uniform wherever exposed on the property and 

are lithologically similar to the basal members of the large area of Cobalt 

sediments to the southeast around Gowganda and Matachewan, They are with little 

doubt an outlier of 'the same rocks.

They are well exposed in the western part of the area where they form 

a complete cover over the older rocks. This cover is broken in the central section 

by a window of the older rocks but several exposures in the eastern part show that 

it extends well into that section,

Almost all the exposures are conglomerate. It is an unsorted boulder 

type with partly rounded boulders and pebbles of lava, sediments, and granite up 

to one foot and a half in diameter. The limited extent of the exposures combined with 

the great thickness of the beds made it impossible to determine strikes and dips 

with certainty.

These intrusives intrude the older Keewatin (?) formations. The 

peridotite forms a lenticular mass about 1500 feet long and 300 feet wide oriented 

with its long axis in a north-south direction. It probably dips close to vertical 

to conform with the attitude of the enclosing tuffs. Its actual contact is not 

exposed. It is exposed mainly in shallow trenches near the common boundary of 

claims S-66086 and S-66085.
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The rock is fresh-looking crystalline, dark green to black and fine to 

medium grained. It is probably completely altered to serpentine. Its weathered 

surface is dark grey to green and has a mesh type of intersecting curved fractures 

that is quite common in peridotite s.

No asbestos or nickel minerals were seen*

^he names agglomerate and tuff have been tentatively assigned to 

brecciated or fragmental and massive members of a complex of highly altered rocks 

in the absence of any criteria which would positively identify them as anything 

else. They are exposed in a number of small trenches and exposures in an approximately 

500 foot wide strip, in claim S-66085.

They are adjoined on the west by a peridotite intrusive, the contact 

of which is not exposed. The exposures in the northwest corner of claim S-66085 

were developed by intensive probing for rock and trenching . On account of the 

surrounding depth of overburden, no further trenching is practicable. In the 

west arm of the trench at 17+00 N, Line 28+OOW, the rock is locally cherty or 

siliceous and brecciated. It is mineralized with pyrite in coarse striated cubes* 

One grab sample of the best looking material (No. 251) assayed .005 oz./ton in gold. 

The northern section of the trench is soft weathering and very talcy* The eastern 

and southern enas contain a very fine-grained green rock with some development of 

chicken track and local areas of irregular quartz crack filling. No features r? 

such as amygdules, banding or pillow structures that would assist in determining 

the rock type were noted. Thin sections of three specimens showed only that the 

rock was now composed essentially of minute particles of serpentine, carbonate 

and chlorite. Its original nature could not be determined.
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A contact striking north ten degrees west was found on a flat exposure 

a few feet west of 2000' north on Line 28+OOW. The dip was steep but could not be 

determined. The rock on the west side is a massive fine-grained green structureless 

one except for local quartz crack filling. East of it, differential weathering 

produced a pebble-like effect. The only notable feature of the other exposures 

in the area is a strong development of chicken track. This is a texture produced 

by bladed amphibolite development. 

Structure

Not inuch structural evidence is available on the rock exposed. The 

following features have been indicated or are inferred!

The whole area is underlain by Keewatin rocks with a general north- 

south strike and a steep dip resulting from intense folding. An irregular 

intrusive of the composition of peridotite, cuts the oldest rocks. The whole 

complex is overlain unconformably by a thick layer of younger flat lying sediments 

which consist mainly of conglomerate. This layer thins out to the vanishing point 

near the centre where a window of older rocks appears. 

Metamorphism

Evidence of intense alteration was found in both the peridotite and 

the tuff-agglomerate complex. The former was almost completely altered to serpentine 

Mineralization

peridotite,

No asbestos or nickel mineralization was noted anywhere in the

GEOPHYSICS

The detailed magnetometer survey is most useful in tracing the contacts 

of the peridotite into areas of overburden. It can be readily seen that it extends
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only about 700 feet south of the southernmost peridotite exposures. The survey shows 

that its width of approximately four hundred feet indicated by the exposures is 

substantially correct and that its contact is very irregular.

There are many small irregularities and anomalies particularly in the 

areas covered by sand and Cobalt sediments which cannot be explained by the known 

geology. However, it is not known that any of them are related to features of 

economic importance, and the possibility of this being so is too slight to warrant 

diamond drilling to investigate them.

"C, ;-: l:-..u;':-"
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